Automatic Label Counter: model CE111

Description

**Automatic Label Counter Series** allows:

» to count the labels on a roll
» to rewind and unwind the labels on one machine
» to rewind the labels onto different core sizes
» to rewind small rolls of labels from a larger one
» to rewind small rolls with a preset number of labels from a larger roll

Once the preset number of labels will be reached, the label counter will stop by uttering an acoustic signal. Both turrets of the label counter are motorized and it is possible to adjust the speed of rotation on the rewinder only while the unwinder has an automatic self-adjustment speed.

**Automatic Label Counter Series** can handle labels up to 127mm wide and it can rewind and unwind rolls of labels with diameter up to 300mm. It has a speed of 120 rpm and it is possible to choose between two different types of core holder: the adjustable core holder from 40mm up to 118mm or the core holder of 3” (76mm).

The **Automatic Label Counter** turns in one direction only, from left to right. From the unwinder to the rewinder.

**Automatic Label Counter - model CE111:**

» Roll Diameter: 250 mm
» Label Width: 127 mm
» Unwinder Core Holder: 40 - 118 mm
» Rewinder Core Holder: 40 - 118 mm